meade starfinder 10

Page 1 of 2 - Meade Starfinder 10 - posted in Beginners Forum: Hey all, I recently inherited a
very well maintained 90s era Meade Starfinder This is a huge telescope and not intended in
my opinion as a first telescope but it has a attractive aperature size 10 inches and it s at a cheap
price. It s not much.
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Meade Starfinder 10" Dobsonian Deluxe. First the bad: The focuser is junk. Collimation
without a laser is very difficult (unless you are comfortable with doing this.Telescope Review:
Meade 10 inch Starfinder Dob The 10 inch Dob was my only scope at the time, and served
very well as a general.How Meade can market such a piece of junk and call it a "deluxe"
package is beyond me. My recommendation would be to order the deluxe package for
the.Meade Starfinder 10" Manuals. Manuals and User Guides for Meade Starfinder 10". We
have 2 Meade Starfinder 10" manuals available for free PDF download.This is a complete
original setup including printed manual, all in great condition. * 10" f/ optics in excellent
condition * DC RA Drive (6x AA batteries or 12V.25 Sep - 2 min - Uploaded by hottr6 The
Byers was found in a disposal lot at New Mexico Tech. It was restored, and mated with a.I am
looking at a Meade Starfinder 10". It is around 8 years old or so from what I am told. I am
wondering if anyone owns one or has any.5 Jul - 2 min Meade 10" Starfinder and Byers
German Equatorial Mount. 2 years ago47 views.Meade Starfinder 10", any good for
astrophotography, Dario Vittori, 1/11/01 AM. Hi, my name is Anthony, I'm Dario's cousin,
and I am also interested in.The 10" LightBridge Deluxe Truss-Tube Dobsonian features a
superior Meade quality multi-coated, diffraction limited 10" primary mirror, focal length mm.I
have a Meade 10 inch reflector in need of a secondary mirror, and spider. I am wondering if I
would be better off buying a working scope.18 Feb - 35 sec - Uploaded by Iain Petrie several
thousand images in AVI files. Best 30% stacked in Registax and final image post.AstroBin is
an image hosting website specifically targeted to astrophotographers: it's the first and the last
place where you need to upload your astrophotography.starfinder 10" eq questions - posted in
Meade Legacy Telescopes: Ok here we go .. I've started using my old scope heavily recently
and am.Hey all, I recently inherited a well maintained 90's age Meade Starfinder I'm tempted
to sink just a little money within this scope to receive.
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